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pico 
by Larissa Brown 

 

A versatile, simple cowl/collar/neck 

warmer named after my friend 

Stevanie.  

 

Without the t it’s her last name, with 

the t it’s the key to this cowl. 

 

 

 

Size 

6 inches by 17 inches, shown on a  

14 ¾ inch neck. Size can be adjusted by knitting the piece longer before binding off. 

 

Yarn 

ShibuiKnits Highland Wool Alpaca (Bulky, 12 ply, 7 wpi, wool & alpaca, 250 grams, 246 

yards), 1 skein in Rapids. (Note: Project uses less than 1 skein. You will have leftovers to use 

for another project.) 

 

Needles 

US size 13/9 mm 

Optional crochet hook and waste yarn. 

 

Gauge 

10.5 sts and 10 rows over 4”/10 cm in garter stitch 

 

Notions 

1 large clip-on earring 

 

Abbreviations & Stitch Instructions 

k = knit 

bo= bind off 

co, or cco = cable cast on, worked as follows. Insert the right needle, front to back, 

between the two first sts on the left 

hand needle. Grab the working 

yarn from behind and place this 

new loop on the left hand needle. 

You have created one stitch. 

Repeat to cast on more sts. 

 

Note 

It does make a difference that you 

use the cable cast on method. If 

not, your picots may not be as 

pronounced. 

 



Instructions 

Before you begin, decide how you want to end. You have two choices. Using a 

provisional cast-on, you can come back and have live sts to complete the bind-off. 

Using the long-tail cast on method, you can come back to pick up sts later. Both are 

easy and look just the same. 

 

If using provisional cast-on, using waste 

yarn crochet a chain more than 18 sts 

long. Using project yarn, pick up and 

knit 18 sts in the loops of the crochet 

chain. Then continue with Body below. 

 

If using long-tail method, cast on 18. 

 

Body 

 

Turn work to begin knitting. 

 

Row 1. Cco 1 st, bo 1 st, knit to end. 

 

Repeat Row 1 until piece measures 15 

inches long (or about the desired neck 

circumference.) 

 

Final row. *Cco 2, bo 4*. Repeat * * until all sts are bound off. 

 

Now either return to your provisional cast-on and place the live sts on the needle 

(removing the crochet chain,) or return to your co edge and pick up and knit 18 sts.  

 

Position sts so you can begin knitting at the edge without the long tail. 

 

Repeat the Final Row from above. 

 

Weave in ends. It may be best to not block this piece, so it retains all its frilliness. 

 

Fold around neck, using the earring to secure in various configurations—as a neck 

warmer, with edges slightly rolled, as a partial collar, or as a centered collar—as shown in 

photos. 

 

Please see more patterns by Stitch Marker at www.larissmix.typepad.com 

 or www.ravelry.com 

 

 

 

 

 
© 2008, Larissa Brown, all rights reserved. This pattern is for personal or charitable use only. You may 

use it to knit for yourself, for gifts, or for donation to a charity or charity event. You may not use it to 

knit objects for sale. Please do not share in any form, electronic or otherwise. For more information, 

to ask questions, or if you find an error, please write to dumbmail@larissabrown.net. 

 


